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rain drops
on the oak burl -
yin and yang 

Marilyn Fleming - USA

larch forest
a dark song
marking dawn

Adrian Bouter - Netherlands 

salted butter
the unsaid part
of his story

Deborah P Kolodji - USA

flower festival
the opening
of umbrellas 

Martha Magenta - UK

wild swans 
the time has come 
for me to go

Debbie Strange - Canada

moonlight stroll . . .
the closed captions
of fireflies

Julie Warther - USA



beachcombing
a pocket full
of stardust

Lucy Whitehead - UK

outdoor stage . . .
wildlife chewing
the scenery

C. R. Harper - USA

full moon
the garden aflame
with fireflies

Celestine Nudanu - Ghana

funeral parlour
by the seafront
wailing gulls

Mike Gallagher - Ireland

red magic marker . . .
a granddaughter
fills autumn

Theresa A. Cancro - USA

night rain
the gutter's percussion
a soft lullaby

Madhuri Pillai - Australia



moving lines
of white caps
beach volleyball

Deborah P Kolodji - USA

summer solstice
rusted lock 
of her birth home

Radostina Dragostinova - Bulgaria

sunflowers -
sunset stops
in my garden

Rosa Maria Di Salvatore - Italy

remembering 
how you used to be
dormant lilacs

Phyllis Lee - USA

still air
rose petals unfold
a butterfly

Andy McLellan - UK

a green anole
on an aloe vera leaf
double exposure

Lynn Edge - USA



another goodbye
in the nightingale's song
chrysanthemum

Marion Alice Poirier - USA

forest trail
from one shade of green
to another 

Rachel Sutcliffe - UK

waves of gray
in my grandma's hair
summer storm

Tia Haynes - USA

I plant 
forget-me-nots
the cat's grave

Joanna M. Weston - Canada

ebb tide
a whispering of words
and water

Pat Davis - USA

morning fog
a few dollars
in the wash

Christina Chin - Malaysia



past lovers
faster and faster
the fog lifts

Zuzanna Truchlewska - Poland

red light . . .
one butterfly
crosses

Lucia Cardillo - Italy

                                    yin / yang
                                    seeds sprouting
                                    or not

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA

----------  In the Starlight  ----------

cobblestones
the uneven path
of my thoughts

Rich Schilling - USA
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